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Introduction
Summary
This book is about the souvenirs collected at centres of religious attraction by pilgrims who either lived in London or journeyed through it between the late 12th and the early 16th century. It is also about comparable material of a more worldly character. Its main concern is to bring together and appraise finds in both categories, which have resulted from excavation s at Lon d on during the 1 9 70s , 1 980s and early 1990s. These finds, which shed light on a wide range of popular medieval imagery, beliefs and religious practices and on many aspects of everyday life, have been recovered almost entirely from waterfront sites and mainly from datable deposits on both banks of the River Thames. Other items in this field, which have been retrieved from the foreshore of the Thames during the same period, have also occasionally been taken into account.
Pilgrim signs
“There are pilgrims going to Canterbury with rich offerings and traders riding to London with fat purses.”
(I Henry IV 1. ii. 1224)

London lay at the edge of the medieval world. Medieval maps give Jerusalem as the centre. Going on pilgrimage to Jerusalem and to innumerable other, more accessible sacred shrines, in search of divine intervention, was one of the most popular ways by which medieval lay folk actively pursued the path to salvation. There were also a multitude of individual reasons for going on pilgrimage for example, to discharge a vow made in sickness or danger, to obtain forgiveness for past or future sins, to secure the protection of a particular saint, or simply to escape unpleasant companionship at home. Underpinning the practice of pilgrimage was a belief in the efficacious power of saintly relics and of miracle-working images, and in the vital importance of direct physical contact with the sanctuaries. A comfortable familiarity with the saints gave a much-needed boost to self-reliance in a world beset by fearful hazards and anxieties. By the 14th century the purely religious motives of the earliest pilgrims had worn a little threadbare and pious impulses were beginning to be supplemented by an urge to see something of the world, to meet fresh faces and to experience a change of scene and life. When holidays were invariably also holy days, pilgrimage was the only plausible excuse for ordinary folk to get away from work and home. Instead of being a purely pious and penitential exercise, pilgrimage was becoming something of a social occasion combining an element of tourism ‑ travelling for pleasure with piety. We recognise these tendencies in Chaucer's Canterbury pilgrims, who also show how widely the love of pilgrimage was spread among all classes. But nowhere is the change in popular attitude to pilgrimage now more striking than in the matter of souvenirs.
Like most travellers today, medieval pilgrims needed to bring home tangible evidence of their journeys. In 1335, for instance, an Italian pilgrim wrote triumphantly of his 'assault' on the Golden Gate, through which Christ had entered Jerusalem on the first Palm Sunday. This pilgrim then recorded his success in extracting the souvenir he coveted ‑ a large nail (Villard 1950, 44). So, too, with later travellers. In 1418 we find relics of the Golden Gate in the luggage of another Jerusalem pilgrim, a pious young nobleman from Gascony, who had also acquired pieces of the manger at Bethlehem, a flask filled with wonder-working Jordan water and a variety of costly objects, such as a batch of 33 silver rings that had been placed, to intended good effect, upon the Holy Sepulchre (Noble 1975, 8s1). It is no surprise that 80 years later a German pilgrim commented on the damage sustained by the Golden Gate at the hands of generations of souvenir hunters, but then assembled

[2] [Fig. 1: Pilgrims wearing souvenirs, including a badge from Geraardsbergen (detail of Frontispiece).]
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Such pilfering and the carving of graffiti were roundly condemned by the Franciscan custodians of the Holy Places (i.e., those in the Holy Land). Pilgrims were explicitly told, under threat of excommunication, not to prise pieces of stone from the Holy Sepulchre and other holy and historic monuments. In 1458 an English priest, William Wey, took note of these prohibitions yet risked defying them by returning home to Eton, Buckinghamshire, with a bagful of carefully documented pieces of stone, including 'a stone of Sepulkyr'. He had even acquired a piece of the pillar at which Christ was scourged despite various safeguards provided for its preservation within the Franciscan convent (Williams 1857, xxviii‑xxx) .
For centuries, chippings and scrapings of this kind had been smuggled home in pilgrims' knapsacks and many of them had come to rest among the relics and curios of countless churches. Thus, while the foundations of medieval London were of Kentish stone, the highest stones of all, those in the gilded cross on the spire of St Paul's Cathedral, came from Calvary, the Holy Sepulchre and 'the place where God stood when he ascended into heaven' (Riley 1863, 251). Similar depredations were encountered almost everywhere. Had the quarrying of souvenirs remained unchecked there can be little doubt that there would have been fewer sacred shrines left to visit.
The principal response to the problem was to devise, manufacture and sell cheap souvenirs. Boxes of earth 'from which God fashioned Adam', for example, would have been among the commemorative merchandise offered to William Wey. He certainly brought back a flask of Jordan water as well as a number of other purpose‑made souvenirs, including models and paintings of various Holy Places
Ampullae (miniature flasks) of silver and pottery for containing Jordan water and other thaumaturgic (miracle‑working) liquids had been made for pilgrims to the Holy Land from as early as the 6th century. But it was not until the pilgrimage boom in the second half of the 12th century that modestly priced, mass-produced ampullae and other metal souvenirs began to be available at the major pilgrim centres of the west. From then until the 16th century manufactured souvenirs (in medieval England usually called 'signs') became part of the pilgrim's traditional equipment, along with the broad‑brimmed hat, the scrip (knapsack) and the staff, the last two duly blessed in church before departure. The souvenirs, however, were the indispensable proof of a completed pilgrimage and their use was universal. Predominantly they took the form of badges, except, initially, in England where ampullae were the chosen form of memento until they, too, were largely displaced by badges in the early 14th century.
The imagery on, and configuration of, every pilgrim sign were special to a particular place and to the saint or relics venerated there. Successful shrines often produced more than one type of souvenir. Occasionally the place of origin was confirmed by a helpful inscription, a place name (e.g., Bridlington, catalogue nos 208n‑o, pp 1944; Montpellier, 246g, pp 239‑40) or a coat of arms. It was therefore possible to know from his or her badges which shrines a pilgrim had visited. The badges were worn conspicuously, mainly on headgear. Collections of badges are depicted on the hats of pilgrims in 15th-century paintings, woodcuts and sculptures, in some cases with such life-like precision that they can be easily matched to surviving original pieces. For example, one of the pilgrims receiving alms from St Joachim on a Flemish altarpiece, dated c.1490, wears a badge in the form of a figure in armour, brandishing a sword and supporting an anvil and hammer (frontispiece and Fig 1; Koster 1973b; Koldeweij 1995, 20‑2; on almsgiving to English pilgrims, see Harvey, B 1993, 16‑23). This bears a close resemblance to badges recently found in late medieval deposits at Canterbury (BM MLA 1997,1‑5,2) and numerous sites in the Netherlands (van Beuningen & Koldeweij 1993, 120‑1; see also the Hadgraft collection, King's College Cambridge) and can be identified as St Adrian with a lion at his feet. Adrian was a great draw to pilgrims in the late 15th and early 16th century at Geraardsbergen or Grammont (East Flanders). Badges of St Quirinus
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Fig 2A, B Canterbury badge depicting head reliquary of St Thomas Becket, with censing figures; Thames, Steelyard (University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, Cambridge; see catalogue nos 85, 85a) of Neuss, near Dusseldorf, and Our Lady of Aachen recently discovered on the Thames foreshore at London can similarly be associated with other contemporary paintings of pilgrims (Koster 1963, pl 10; Fig 9 below).
Descriptions of pilgrims present a similar picture. The hat and cloak of the palmer (a surrogate pilgrim who travelled for money, fulfilling the vows of others) in Langland's Piers Plowman (third recension, c.1387) were laden with scores of visible tokens of his travels, including badges from Rome, Compostela and many other shrines. When he boasted of travelling to far‑away places he pointed to the badges on his 'cappe' as proof of his claims (Pearsall 1994, 137‑8, lines 162‑76). His badges were his chief credentials; they proclaimed both his profession and his diligence to those who might wish to pay for his services. Around 1450 a stereotypical pilgrim was described as having 'his govne sved full of patches and a cappe full of broches' (Mather 1897, 97) and some 70 years later another was said to be 'covered with scallop shells, stuck all over with figures of lead and tin' (Nichols 1875, 1‑2).
As a rule pilgrim badges are decorated on one side only. They were also sometimes painted, for pilgrim resorts strove to accommodate many tastes. With very few exceptions badges from English sanctuaries are irregular silhouettes, formed by the outline of the subjects depicted though often set within openwork, brooch‑iike or architectural frames of regular shape (Fig 2A). On the Continent, however, especially in the late 12th and the 13th century, pilgrim signs were solid, flat plaques, mostly circular, pointed‑oval and rectangular in shape, the latter often having a rounded or gabled top (e.g., 237,251,265); 40 of the French badges recently recovered from London sites are plaques. Although the more elaborate, openwork type of badge was eventually to predominate everywhere, solid badges were to persist at some shrines (e.g., Rocamadour, 245) until the late 15th century, when souvenirs everywhere tended to follow a more general fashion for smaller, neater badges of medallic forms.
As pilgrim badges were designed to be worn they were frequently fitted with pins and clasps (Fig 2B; see 73a). These pins, which are of lozenge section and taper from the shoulder to the point, are aligned vertically (140) more often than horizontally (191). Virtually all the badges manufactured in England were affixed in this way. Indeed, if any other form of attachment appears on a London find, the badge can usually be deemed to have come from Scotland or abroad. While pins were undoubtedly provided on many Continental badges, the majority were stitched to the clothing through rings protruding from the edges or corners of the badge (245,247). In cases where, as often happened, either the pin or loop had broken off, owners sometimes bored the badge with secondary stitching-holes in order to prolong its life as a hat ornament (e.g., 243c). Late medieval so‑called bracteate badges, which were of such thin metal
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[Fig. 3: Fig 3 Tripod candleholder, pewter, late 13th century ; from the site of Billingsgate lorry park (Neish collection, Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, Stratford-on-Avon)]
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they could be stamped on one side only, were flimsy enough to be perforated by a needle and so were simply stitched down at the edges (138c, 151b; 234a, p 217), though many English badges of this type had, in any case, a central stitching‑ring soldered to the back.
Some souvenirs might involve the assembly of a few simple components (33,128,176b, l91c, 232; 254k, p 256). On openwork badges little clips around the outer edges of their frames were almost a standard feature. They were intended to hold a coloured or shiny backing of paper, parchment or metal foil to enhance the openwork. (Note the contrasting backing given to the two openwork badges worn by the pilgrim depicted in Fig 9 below). Remarkably the paper insert has survived on a badge from Magdeburg, found near Hanover (Appuhn 1973, 19).
Magdeburg like Saint‑Gilles‑du‑Gard (246) or Cologne (258‑9) developed as flourishing trading communities or important centres of communication. Other sanctuaries, of equal significance to pilgrims, like Mont‑Saint‑Michel (242‑3), Rocamadour (245) or Walsingham (138, 140) remained settlements of little commercial importance. But at all the major pilgrim resorts, whatever their economic circumstances, the souvenir content of the pilgrim trade appears to have become preeminent by the 15th century and to have been extended to include alternative expressions of commemorative piety, such as religious pictures, statuettes of saints, votive figurines, candles and candleholders, as well as secular and heraldic badges, bells, whistles (126, 216) and other knick‑knacks, which had nothing directly to do with the shrine concerned Thus at Noyon in Picardy, pilgrims to the shrine of St Eloi, after offering candles at the saint's tomb, purchased knapsacks as well as pilgrim signs (238; Levasseur 1633, 495; for other souvenirs from the province of Picardy see 233‑8). Retrieved from the Billingsgate Market lorry park site in London, the pewter candleholder in Fig 3 is a good example of the sort of cheap, sometimes gimcrack, devotional merchandise offered to pilgrims. The prayer on it reads DIEX GART TOVS CHElIS KI CHI SONT ET KI ME F[IRENT] (May God protect all those present and those who made me).
Idiosyncracies of grammar and spelling make it possible to suggest that this object dates from the 13th century and that it is likely to have been made in Picardy (Prof I Short, pers comm). Supporting this suggestion is a very similar souvenir, also from Picardy, found at the Pont‑au‑Change, Paris, and commemorating the image of Our Lady of Liesse, near Laon (Forgeais 1863,43), centre of a fashionable and long-lived cult. On the other hand, a few of the badges of English origin, classified here among the generality of pilgrim signs, may

[6] [Fig. 4: Printed woodcut souvenir….]]
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[Fig. 5: Fig 5 Pilgrim badge depicting St Edward the Confessor giving his ring to a pilgrim late 14th century. The badge was bought at Westminster and lost at King's Lynn (King's Lynn Museum)]
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well have been devised for wear by members of religious fraternities. Thus it seems likely that 'the mowlde of the crosse of Saint George' (Rosser 1989, 284), which Gilbert Atkynson bequeathed to a fellow member of the fraternitY of St George in St Margaret's, Westminster, in the early 16th century, was for the production of badges for the fellowship. Indeed two such badges, with an invocation to St George, have been found at Westminster (207, 207a).
Moulds and metals
Many pilgrim souvenirs were natural, unworked objects, like the palm leaves of Jericho brought back from the Holy Land. During the 15th century some souvenirs were printed on paper, like the damaged devotional woodcut, a memento from Windsor, in Fig 4, showing an image of King Henry VI surrounded by votive offerings and pilgrims. Other souvenirs of vellum, leather, wood or cloth were just as perishable, while those vrought in precious materials have rarely survived the melting‑pot. Others were fashioned in pottery, glass, shell, horn, jet, bronze and brass. But the vast majority were of tin‑lead alloy and were manufactured by pouring the molten alloy into moulds. This was the cheapest and swiftest means of production.
Little is known about the men who made the moulds, an operation that called for skill in small‑scale precision work as well as a degree of artistry and iconographical knowledge. But the mould makers who pioneered the pilgrim souvenir trade at Canterbury in the last quarter of the 12th century were soon identified in the cathedral rentals as a specialised new craft (Urry 1967, 123; Clark, C 1976, 14). According to the Livre des Métiers drawn up by the provost (mayor), Étienne Boileau, Paris also had, by c.1260, a category of specialists in the pewter trade who produced Petty wares (such as badges, bells, rings and mirrors) in tin and lead (Boileau 1838, 14). In Prance this type of craftsman was later to be called biblotier (Forgeais 1863, 75) or even miraclier~ By the 14th century records at York (Harvey, J H 1975, 92) were taking note of individual 'moldemakers', who elsewhere sometimes had to be differentiated from those who simply hired moulds to make their living by casting and selling souvenirs and other trinkets. During the same period, records at Le Puy reveal instances of the souvenir trade as a family business, extending over several generations and perhaps handing down moulds from one generation to the next (Cohen 1976, 202). By the 15th century the badgemakers' profession at Compostela had split into three organisations, according to the type of souvenirs they made.
Skills developed in other, well‑established crafts were also pressed into service. In some regions, for example, seal engravers were probably involved in mould‑cutting (244‑5). Goldsmiths, too, were sometimes commissioned to make moulds (Campbell 1991, 119, 123‑4). At certain sanctuaries, particular circumstances brought about the involvement of unexpected specialists, such as the mirror makers at Aachen.
England's administrative capital, Westminster, with its royal saint, St Edward the Confessor
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(Fig 5 and pp 182-5), was London's nearest important pilgrim centre. In the 14th and 15th centuries Westminster appears to have organised much of its commercial life to conform to the requirements of pilgrims, focusing on the production of ready‑made mostly small articles that would appeal to a transient clientele. A typical shopkeeper of the 1360s was Adam Chapman, who appears to have retailed catch‑penny wares to pilgrims from a shop outside Westminster Abbey's north sanctuary gate. A century later William Pemberton, a London pewterer who was also described as chapman (a pedlar and vendor of small wares), seems to have been another typical exponent of the souvenir trade. In c.1470 he acquired premises by the Abbey's north door, strategically sited to catch the eye of passing pilgrims and fellow‑travellers (Rosser 1989, 120, 150).
The carving of souvenir moulds was sometimes of high aesthetic quality and many of their products would, in precious metal, have done credit to any goldsmith. Like some of the souvenirs from holiday and pilgrim resorts today, however, pilgrim signs were frequently a manifestation of naive, popular art, the work, perhaps of unauthorised or unsupervised backstreet traders and often the product of moulds that lacked any trace of skill in either design or execution. Other badges betray the chronic tendency in this medium to over‑elaborate. It is of interest to note that pilgrims were prepared to buy and wear degenerate souvenirs (64) and to bring them back to London from distant shrines (238, 246d), even from Rome itself (252).
One of the pilgrim souvenirs most favoured by 15th‑century Londoners commemorated John Schorn, a popular but unofficial saint, whose tomb was then at North Marston Buckinghamshire, where he had once been rector. Some badges showed him, beneath a florid canopy, in the role of preacher and exorcist, with his famous devil‑trap, a thigh boot, standing to the left of the pulpit (Fig 6A). A stone mould (or rather half‑mould) for casting the front of badges of this kind (Fig 6B; Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, acc no. 1997.20) was found (in 1986) at a well‑head near North Marston and only a mile or two from the quarry site from which the tablet of stone originated. Though it was widely used for building, this Totternhoe stone ‑ a hard chalk of gritty texture ‑ was not ideal for intricate mould‑cutting, but it was the only serviceable stone for many miles around North Marston. Wherever possible mould makers sought to use close‑grained stone, such as calcareous mudstone, soapstone, slate or shale. Some mouldcutters, like the alchemist in Chaucer's The Canon's Yeoman's Tale, opted for 'chalk stoon' (Platt & Coleman‑Smith 1975, vol 2, fig 270). Best of all was the exceedingly fine-grained limestone imported from Solnhofen, near Munich, Bavaria. Solnhofen stone, which was later to be unrivalled as lithographic plate because of its extremely fine surface texture, could be split readily into exceptionally flat surfaces, if need be many times over, and was easily worked. In England the stone appears to have been used sparingly in slender blocks for the moulds of ornamental accessories of high quality as well as for pilgrim signs. It is no surprise, therefore, that moulds of Solnhofen stone have turned up at pilgrim centres. Two such moulds, both characteristically designed to yield a batch of badges at one casting, were found in the vicinity of the famous Marian shrine at Walsingham in Norfolk.
The upper part of the Schorn mould appears to have been fractured during use. It had originally been designed to cast at least three badges simultaneously. Several other moulds were similarly accidentally foreshortened or damaged, perhaps the result of repeated thermal shock. Sometimes it was thought worthwhile to reassemble and rivet together the pieces of a fractured mould. Cracks and flaking in damaged, patched‑up moulds can occasionally be seen on castings that continued to be made from them (61a, 63a, 324).
Near the base of the Schorn mould are the remains of typical dome‑headed, lead lugs, which would have slotted into corresponding sockets drilled in the reverse‑mould with the object of ensuring that the elements of the mould registered accurately and fitted tightly together. The consequences of ill‑fitting parts are to be seen on Fig 6A, for example, where extrusions of unwanted molten metal have spoiled the outline and filled in much of the
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[Figs. 6A: Badge of John Schorn, uncanonised saint, in his pulpit at North Marston, Buckinghamshires from the Thames at Queenhithe in London (MoL 8774)]
[Fig. 6B: A mould found near North Marston, for casting similar badges; mid-15th century. ]

intended openwork. Unlike many foreign pilgrim signs English badges were hardly ever cast in a one-piece open mould. Except in the manufacture of ampullae and medallions, the complementary reverse-mould was either left blank or lightly scratched with a lattice pattern (140) or made to follow the general contours of the design carved in the mould (Fig 2B), thereby reducing the badge's thickness, saving metal and adding a little extra rigidity to the finished product. The reverse‑mould also often carried the sprue (inlet) and runners connecting a series of matrixes. Usually only two incisions, for casting the badge's pin and clasp, were cut below the surface of the reverse-mould. To make these incisions possible and to allow the badge to be withdrawn from the mould without breaking off the pin that was cast in one piece with it, the reverse‑mould had always to be divided in two halves along the line of the pin and clasp (cf. 6a). Even if the badge subsequently lost its pin, this mouldjoint line has survived on virtually every English pilgrim badge (e.g., 141). Shallow grooves were also sometimes cut in the reverse‑mould to provide concealed reinforcement at a badge's more vulnerable points, such as the pinnacles, crocket stalks and thurible chains in Fig 2B. Generally also, tiny vents, often mere hair's-breadth scratches, run away from each matrix to the edge of the block to facilitate the escape of displaced air
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during casting. On the Schorn mould, ventilation was achieved by grooves extending the line of the backing clips, which project from the sides of each badge. Failure to ventilate the mould adequately might lead to the creation of blow‑holes in the casting, as in Fig 6A
Bronze moulds for casting pilgrim souvenirs are also recorded, a rare surviving unpublished example having been found in thé churchyard at Chirbury, Shropshire, and preserved there, in the church of St Michael. Ceramic moulds also appear to have been used occasionally, while others of wood, horn and cuttle bone (166) presuppose the use of a low-melting alloy.
Until recently the precise composition of the alloys used in the casting of pilgrim signs has been a matter for conjecture. The advent of compositional analysis by the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) technique has now made it possible to determine the quantitative as well as the qualitative make‑up of alloys (on the application of XRF to medieval pilgrim souvenirs and the like, see Mitchiner & Skinner 1983, 40-2; Mitchiner 1986, 12; Bayley 1991; Heyworth 1991). A representative selection from the 330 items given full catalogue status below was submitted to the Ancient Monuments Laboratory (English Heritage) (AML) for XRF analysis. The selection amounted to about a third of the 14th and 15th century pilgrim badges originating from English sanctuaries, approximately half of the alternative kinds of souvenirs, such as ampullae and figurines, dating mainly from the 13th century, and around half of the (mostly 13th and 14th century) badges commemorating visits to foreign shrines. About half of the secular badges were also sampled. The analysis was carried out by Jon Webb. A summary of his findings and a brief interpretation of them were provided by Dr Justine Bayley. Both are embodied in the following paragraphs.
The AML results corresponded closely with findings obtained earlier by Dr Anne Skinner at the Research Laboratory for Archaeology and the History of Art, Oxford University. In 1983 Dr Skinner undertook the XRF analysis of nearly 250 pilgrim souvenirs, none of which was destined to be allocated a numbered entry in this catalogue. They were, nevertheless, almost entirely recent finds from London and were drawn from a collection formed by Dr Michael Mitchiner and from recent acquisitions of the Department of Medieval Antiquities in the Museum of London. Taken together, both sets of results suggest that the major part of the badges carried away from English shrines, perhaps amounting to as much as two-thirds, were made of eutectic quality pewter, that is. of an alloy comprising around 60-65% tin and 40-35% lead. This should be compared with the traditional mix of 80% tin and 20% lead specified in the ordinances of the London Pewterers in 1348 for the production of hollowware, such as pots and candlesticks, and an alloy of about 97% tin and 3% copper, which constituted the tougher fine pewter used in the making of plates and other flatware. If two-thirds of English badges were of eutectic pewter, the remainder were of a pewter that fell short of eutectic quality nearly all having less than the ideal proportion of tin (with as little as 50% in some instances).
Medieval badgemakers favoured the eutectic mixture of around three parts tin to two of lead because the 'eutectic, like pure tin, has a bright rather than a frosted surface which would have improved the appearance of the objects' d Bayley, pers comm). Practical benefits in the casting process, particularly when handling large, intricate openwork subjects, were of even greater consequence, however. In addition to possessing the lowest melting-point (183 °C, compared to 327 °C for lead and 232 °C for tin) and the quickest transition from liquid to solid 'the eutectic composition ... freeze3 at a single temperature rather than solidifying over a range of temperatures as do other lead-tin alloys'. According to Dr Skinner, any significan divergence from the optimum percentage of tin introduces an intermediate 'pasty' stage in which pieces of solid metal crystallise from solution (Mitchiner & Skinner 1983, 41). The original bright shiny surfaces of the badges are now largely concealed by a grey-brown patina and sometimes (as in 136, see front cover picture, left) by a dull gold-coloured adventitious sulphide deposit, formed in the waterlogged, anaerobic conditions of Thames-side sites (Duncan & Ganiaris 1987).
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Badges that were predominantly lead appear to have been prone to suffer gaps and other irregularities during casting (e.g., 213b). For some badgemakers the added problems presented by a low-tin alloy ‑ difficulties which probably slowed down the rhythm of production ‑ were perhaps more than compensated for by savings in the cost of tin, which in the 15th century was six or seven times the price of lead.
Low-tin alloys are noticeable among badges commemorating some late medieval English cults. This is especial]y true of badges connected with pilgrimages to Windsor in which the proportion of tin rarely exceeded 50% and sometimes dipped as low as 40% (cf. Mitchiner 1986, 227-32). The same may apply to some of the late 15th century pilgrim signs from Walsingham (150), to badges tentatively attributedtoOurLadyofWillesden (157) and, perhaps, to badges associated with another 15th century pilgrimage, favoured by Londoners, to Syon Abbey, Isleworth (cf. ibid., 191, no. 156, which is incorrectly attributed). In these circumstances, the more frequent use of low-grade alloy is perhaps to be regarded as another symptom of the general decline in the technical and aesthetic quality of English pewter badges during the second half of the 15th century. Even at Canterbury, there is evidence that slipshod workmanship went hand in hand with the use of low-grade alloys (64,96).
Several of the foreign badges found at London have also turned out to have an exceptionally low tin content (well under 30%). These include examples from Amiens (237) Saint-Gilles-du-Gard (246a-b and d), Rome (254e, p 253) and Bari (254i, p 255). A few others were found to be pure lead ‑ one from Amiens (237b; for another, found at Dordrecht, see van Beuningen & Koldeweij 1993,171, no.245), another from Lucca (254g, p 254) and two from Rome (251, 253). Over a wider field the statistics lack consistency, however Thus, out of five further Amiens badges analysed (by AML), one was found to contain just over 50% lead and the others (including 235-6) are of eutectic pewter. Two badges from Saint-Gilles, one retrieved from a London site (246) and another found in Schleswig (Koster 1983a, 99), are also in the eutectic range, while a badge of pure lead from Saint-Léonard-de-Noblat (ibid., 25) can be paralleled by another of eutectic composition from the same shrine (243b, p 232).
It is nevertheless becoming possible to discern a greater use of lead in badge-making at shrines remote from the supply of tin, which until 1300 came almost exclusively from England. The nature of the alloy may also have been a factor in the choice of design, for most of the lead badges so far tested have been solid plaques, as distinct from openwork. A sample of 44 tin-lead badges found in the Netherlands has been analysed by the Central Laboratory for Research on Objects of Art and Science, Amsterdam. Five proved to be pure lead, and four of these were solid plaques. Of the remainder, 24 contained 50-65% tin and 10 had less than 50% (van Beuningen & Koldeweij 1993, 21-3), again hinting at less frequent use of eutectic pewter among badges of Continental origin as compared with pilgrim signs produced at English sanctuaries.
Souvenirs other than badges often had particular requirements, calling for a different composition of tin-rich metal. Canterbury bells (126-8), for example, seem invariably to have been of a fine, hard pewter, comprising about 97% tin and 2% copper, plus a trace (up to 1%) of bismuth and sometimes antimony to improve the bells' sonority. XRF analysis of the various sorts of ampullae made for Canterbury's pilgrims mainly in the 13th century (e.g., 1, 15,20), on the other hand, shows that these vessels were made of virtually pure tin. The same appears to be true of foreign ampullae like 239c (cf. ibid., 23, no. 104) and of certain reliquaries and hollow figurines also made at Canterbury (19, 25, 31) as well as of ampullae from Walsingham (152) and Bromholm (178), hollow figurines from Bury St Edmunds (199) and hollow-cast objects such as pilgrims' whistles (216) or some secular items of adornment (288, 326). It is apparent from characteristics of the inner surfaces of ampullae and from other evidence that they and comparable hollow objects, such as needlecases (Fig 7), were made by a process of slush-casting, which involved pouring molten tin into a cool matrix and quickly inverting the mould so as to pour out
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[Fig. 7: Pendant needlecase, tin, 15th century; inscribed (in Latin) 'mother of God, remember me'; the narnes of the Three Kings on reverse; an Agnus Dei on the base (found at Bull Wharf, London; MoL 86.202/2)]

the molten core and leave behind a comparatively thin‑walled, lightweight vessel. Practical experiments were carried out by Arthur Trotman, formerly Head of Conservation at the Museum of London, using copies of a 13th century, two‑piece, cruciform mould (MoL 8905; Spencer 1968, pl IV, 4) inscribed SIGNVM SANCTE CRVCIS DE WALTHAM (The sign of Waltham Holy Cross). These demonstrated that the slush technique could be successfully performed only with pure tin and considerable dexterity.
It was not until the second half of the 15th century that copper began to play a role in the souvenir trade. Badges were occasionally cast in copper alloy, in one instance silver-coated, but much more frequently were simply and cheaply produced by striking flans of thin sheet copper alloy with dies (for the use of this technique at Canterbury and Walsingham, see pp 93, 137, 143-5). XRF analysis of several of these bracteate badges has revealed that they are to be defined as brass. Those sampled contain 1S25% zinc regardless of the shrine of origin, whether it be Canterbury (van Beuningen & Koldeweij, 1993, 23, no. 368), Walsingham or Windsor (Mitchiner 1986, 233, 236-7). The same technique was employed for stamping out badges on wafer-thin tin, silver and silver-gilt (118e, 151e) and, perhaps for demonstration or trial purposes, on paper (e.g., Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, S.2863X; Campbell 1991,164).
In centres of courtly fashion like Westminster, the requirements of pilgrims gave stimulus to the whole spectrum of the souvenir trade, with pewter and brass pilgrim signs (20 1-6) at the bottom end of the market and, at the other, precious jewellery that wealthier customers could choose either to offer at the shrine of St Edward or, after laying them on the Confessor's shrine, to take away as cherished souvenirs. The breadth of Westminsterts appeal as a pilgrim resort is neatly summed up by the names or nicknames of two shopkeepers whose premises were both to be found in the precincts of Westminster Abbey in the 1490s ‑ Henry Knycknack and Henry Hundredpound, a goldsmith (Rosser 1989, 148, 150).
It was to the likes of the latter that aristocratic pilgrims turned for their badges (Fig 8), which, in gold, might have cost at least 300 times the price of their equivalent in pewter (cf. Hatcher & Barker 1974, 60-1). The Dukes of Burgundy, for example, particularly Philip the Good and Charles the Bold, developed the habit, when on pilgrimage, of commissioning an assortment of badges of gold, silvergilt, silver and pewter that they distributed to relatives, courtiers and servants in a strictly hierarchical fashion. Thus when Duke Philip visited Our Lady of Boulogne in 1425 he bought a gold badge for himself and gilt and silver ones for the knights and squires of his retinue (Laborde 1849-52, vol 1, 181, 231; vol 2, 387, 389; vol 3, 354). By contrast Louis XI of France wore a lead pilgrim sign on a shabby old hat and was scoffed at for doing so. His son, Charles VIII, however, seeking badges in keeping with his royal estate, bought 42 signs of Our Lady of Embrun in gold and silver from a goldsmith of Embrun, these were to be attached to a scarf of cloth of gold with a crimson lining (Gay 1883-1928, vol 1, 635).
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Such opulent badges marked the high rank of their owners as, in accordance with sumptuary laws as well as by inference, the badges of base metal befitted the humbler pilgrim. The virtual disappearance of the modish badges of the well‑to‑do has made the survival of even a minute proportion of base metal badges the more significant, as evidence not only of popular cults but also of medieval hat ornaments generally.

A mass market
There were some people who disapproved of pilgrim signs and deplored pilgrimage as a practice that might ease the conscience of the sinner without necessarily improving the moral quality of his life. Thus in 1424 Sir Hugh Pie, a Lincolnshire chaplain of Lollard tendencies, confiscated a souvenir of the wonderworking Holy Rood of Bromholm (178‑80) from one of his parishioners and threw it into the fire (Wormald 1937/8, 41‑2). But the protests of sceptical reformers did little to diminish the colossal output of pilgrim souvenirs, of which only a tiny proportion ‑ a few thousand, many of them mere fragments ‑ now survives. There can be little doubt, however, that across the whole of Christendom and over a period of four centuries the manufacture of these fragile objects ran into many millions.
Reliable statistics are hard to come by. Documentary evidence reveals only occasional glimpses of pilgrimage as a phenomenon involving great multitudes of people, brought out on to the pilgrim highways by particular festivals, anniversaries, reports of miracles and public showings of relics, or by famine, epidemics and other disasters. Where they survive, records of the yearly receipts of (mostly small) offerings at major shrines often represent the annual attendance of tens and sometimes hundreds of thousands of devotees. Popular resorts were often swamped by visitorS An average-sized town like Wilsnack in northern Germany (pp 266-7), with fewer than 1,000 inhabitants could expect to receive 100,000 pilgrims every year, mostly in the summer.
[Fig. 8: Panel painting, c. 1410, The Virgin ard Child with the Pea Blossom. The Virgin wears goldsmiths' versions of catalogue nos 194 and 311 (also pp 174, 313‑15) (Wallraf‑Richartz Museum, Cologne)’

Elsewhere, overcrowding and lack of crowd control sometimes led to serious mishaps with, for example, the collapse of hostelries and of scaffolds set up as vantage points for pilgrims. At some centres, including Canterbury, efforts were made to improve the flow of pilgrim traffic, though city gates had occasionally to be closed to limit the throng. At Munich, with a population of around 10,000, pilgrims were counted at the gates by dropping peas into bowls; some 40,000 pilgrims were counted on one especially busy day in 1392. A hundred years later 142,000 pilgrims were counted at the gates of Aachen on a single day. Such
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figures seem all the more remarkable when viewed against the contemporary demographic background ‑ England having a population of perhaps 2.5 million and English towns, bar London, all within the range of 500 to 20,000 inhabitants.
These general impressions and somewhat random statistics serve to underline the few souvenir sales figures that still survive. For example, in 1492, before silver and silver‑gilt badges had been introduced there, about 130,000 leaden badges were sold to pilgrims visiting the miracle-working statue of the Virgin at Altôtting, Bavaria (Raff 1984, 229). In 1466 a similar number of (possibly silver-foil) badges were sold at 2 pfennig apiece at the important Swiss monastery of Santa Maria, Einsiedeln, in the space of only 14 days; yet despite this evidence of massive output only a handful of Einsiedeln badges of any description has survived in the whole of Europe (Ugglas 1931, 612; van Beuningen & Koldeweij 1993, 48, no. 22; 218, no. 446; Spencer 1968, pl II, 12). When a new pilgrimage sprang up at Regensburg, Bavaria, in 1519, the church authorities commissioned moulds from goldsmiths, pewterers and a woodcarver, as well as a stock of pilgrim badges, which were to be stored in the sacristv and sold in the church's shop. The badges, which were graded in three sizes, commemorated a new, miracle-working altarpiece of the Virgin and Child painted by Albrecht Altdorfer. In the first year the shop accounted for the sale of 10,172 badges of pewter and 2,430 of silver. But demand had outstripped supply and thousands of pilgrims, clamouring for badges, had gone home emptyhanded and disappointed. The following year the church was better prepared and 109,198 pewter badges and 9,763 silver were sold (Koster 1984b, 206-7; Freedberg 1989, 100-4). From this short-lived pilgrimage only one or two badges are known to remain, though a few moulds have survived, one of them retaining traces of the grid pattern which had served as a guide to the mouldeutter.
Similar flexibility was shown at Aachen despite strict guild control. Here, only the goldsmiths were normally allowed to make silver and silver-gilt badges, while the manufacture of cheaper badges (258) fell to the mirror makers. At times of mass pilgrimage every seventh year, however, when the cathedral's most important relics were exhibited to pilgrims during a period of six months, the souvenir trade was then thrown open to anyone, to ensure a supply of hundreds of thousands of badges. Even outsiders could join in, provided that their badges were sold nowhere but Aachen. It was this provision that prompted Johannes Gutenberg to exercise his roving interest in modes of cheap reproduction, even before his invention of printing by movable type. Already known as a man of technical skill, who taught stone-cutting and mirror-polishing, in 1438 he introduced a new mechanical process at his workshop in Strasbourg to mass produce Spiegelzeichen (badges with mirrors) for Aachen's 1440 summer festival (Koster 1973a, 1983b).
At the more modest shrine of Our Lady of Aardenburg, in Zeeland, the sale of souvenirs was managed by the (female) keeper of candles. Early 16th century accounts record the sale of 'silver and silver-gilt signs with the image of the Virgin, supplied for the devotion of pilgrims', as well as wax figures and leaden badges. In 1523, for instance, 120 dozen leaden badges were sold. The accounts of 1589-90 reveal that silver and gilt badges were still being sold (Vandenberghe & Dezutter 1983, 458; van Heeringen et al. 1987, 103). The link noted here and at a few other shrines, between the souvenir trade and makers and sellers of candles goes back to at least the 13th century, when Bartholomew the Candlemaker was excommunicated for illicitly trading in pilgrim badges at Le-Puy-en-Velay (Cohen 1976, 201). The badge seller in an early 15th century carving at Courtrai, Belgium, exhibits candles and votive offerings as well as pilgrim signs on his counter. Carved a century later on one of the choir stalls at Amiens Cathedral, a woman badge seller proffers candles for sale alongside a selection of badges arranged on a hinged two-leaf display panel and commemorating the head of St John the Baptist at Amiens (cf. 237; Bruna 1996a). At other large churches a comparable connection was sometimes formed through the sacrist who was custodian of the wax house and moulds
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and other equipment for making candles, and of the lead house (Fowler 1899‑1901, vol 3, x‑xiii) and, occasionally, the moulds for casting pilgrim signs.
In 1455 the Duchess of Orléans paid 25 sous tournois for a gold badge of Sainte‑Cathérine de Fierbois, near Tours (Laborde 1849‑52, vol 3 354). In contrast, base metal pilgrim badges cost very little. In the middle of the 16th century a dozen well‑made pilgrim signs of enamelled copper alloy could be had for 3 sous (Lecocque 1876, 209). At Paris, in 1504, pewter badges were sold at 12 sous per gross, with a reduction for larger orders (Matton 1868, 115). At a penny a dozen, badges would have been the same price as thimbles or hawks' bells (Cummins 1988, 201). Taking into account the enormous demand generated by mass pilgrimages, it becomes easier to appreciate that the sale of devotional bric‑à‑brac could, despite its cheapness, be a source of substantial revenue, in which many might hope to share.
The church had the first claim and sometimes became (as at Regensburg) directly involved in the selling, and occasionally the manufacture, of badges. When asked to account for the splendour of his church, the parish priest at Bollezeel in Flanders said, in 1483: 'All this was paid for out of the offerings of pilgrims who appeared in droves receiving consolation from Our Blessed Lady and buying badges at the door' (Sumption 1975, 161). Souvenir stalls, like those at Westminster encountered above, were often sited just outside the entrance to a church or in the cloisters, sites that were at a premium. At Le Puy‑en‑Velay shops and stalls that clustered round the cathedral and catered for pilgrims were taxed twice as heavily as stalls in other parts of the town (Cohen 1976, 194). Occasionally a line had to be drawn when, as at Ely on the feast of St Etheldreda, stalls encroached inside the church itself. In 1483 women who sold pilgrim signs and candles to devotees of St Mathurin were banned from carrying on their trade inside the church at Larchant (Seine‑et‑Marne) (Lamy‑Lassalle 1988, 105). When not located immediately beside the church, the souvenir trade would usually be sited close at hand, still under the eye of the church authorities. At Canterbury the shop stood just outside the cathedral precinct. In tlne Prologue of The Tale of Beryn, the anonymous continuation of Chaucer's incomplete Canterbury Tales, the pilgrims who had travelled out from Southwark together performed their devotions at the holy stations in Christchurch and then returned to the Chequers of the Hoop for their midday meal; but on the way, doubtless in Mercery Lane leading from the Christchurch Gate to this hostelry, or in the shops on the ground floor of the Chequers, they stopped to purchase pilgrim signs:

Then, as the usual custom is, pilgrim signs
they bought
For men at home should know what saint
the pilgrims here had sought.
Each man laid out his silver on the tokens
he liked best ...
They set their tokens on their heads, some
on their caps did pin ....

But the shop's gleaming display of badges was too great a temptation for the Miller and the Pardoner, who turned to shoplifting:
And while they all were doing this, the
Miller then had pressed
His bosom full of tokens of Canterbury
brooches
Which the Pardoner and he at last, secretly
in their pouches,
Hid there with such cleverness that none
of them would know,
Except the Summoner who saw and said
to both then 'Ho!
You must go halves with me', whispering
this in their ears.
(Myers 1969,1215 ‑ a modernised rendering of Furnivall & Stone 1909, lines 171‑83).

The Summoner's determination to win a share of the spoils could be said to epitomise the attitude of those involved in the struggle
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to control the souvenir trade. Commercial arrangements, which were rarely left to the free market, varied somewhat from one shrine to another. While they sometimes aimed at ensuring a livelihood for all the inhabitants of a resort or for certain of its families or guilds regulations backed by the rigorous sanctions of the church were chiefly intended to secure the monopoly of the local religious authorities. As a result, bitter conflicts erupted at many cult centres between the church and the local lay population during the 13th century and continued spasmodically thereafter. Typical clashes of interest and the compromises arrived at are touched on under relevant sanctuaries featured in the catalogue.

Amulets and proof
of pilgrimage
In June 1412 William Blakeney, a London shuttle maker, admitted that, although able to work, he 'had gone about for six years barefoot and with long hair, under the guise of sanctity, falsely declaring that he had made pilgrimage to Jerusalem, Rome, Venice and the city of Seville in Spain and on the strength of this had fraudulently received many gifts'. He was sentenced to stand in the pillory on three market days with a whetstone hung round his neek as a symbol of his sharp, Iying tongue (Riley 1868, 584). Bearing in mind Langland's description of a substitute pilgrim who found the highway more profitable than work, it is tempting to suppose that Blakeney, too, had managed to acquire some pilgrim signs, albeit second‑hand ones. Dishonest palmers were in the habit of selling pilgrim signs to each other, 'in order that it shall be thought they have been in distant cities and foreign parts. For this reason they wear these signs, although they have never come thence, and they deceive people thereby' Chomas, D B 1932, 119).
Occasional abuse of pilgrim signs, however, did little to reduce their value as testimonials of holy travel. Since their concern was to publicise pilgrimage as a personal achievement, they could hardly fail to raise the bearer's prestige in the local community. Wherever the returning or returned pilgrim went, moreover, his badges supplied the pilgrim resorts with a gratuitous form of advertising. As instantly recognisable passports they also proclaimed the wearer as sacrosanct, entitled to help and sustenance from all Christians. Pilgrim signs, therefore, afforded some protection against individual threats of violence and marauding armies. During Anglo‑French hostilities in the 14th century, pilgrims returning from Rocamadour were guaranteed a safe passage by both sides provided that they displayed badges obtained at that shrine (Texier 1857, under the word ertseigne). Immunity under similar terms was granted to English pilgrims visiting the shrine of St Ninian at Whithorn in Scotland (Radford & Donaldson 1957, 21). Even in England badges might help to distinguish bona fide pilgrims from footloose villains at times of civil disorder (Scofield 1923, vol 2, 61). Pilgrim signs also provided evidence to an employer, sponsor, confessor or spouse that time off had not been spent otherwise than devoutly. Furthermore, they supplied the returned pilgrim with a basic requirement for admission, if he should want it, to a local confraternity devoted to the sanctuary or cult of his choice. Through a confraternity of this sort, a Londoner might enjoy a share in the ownership of a devotional image. The more prosperous citizens might possess images of their own, like John Porth and his figure of Our Lady in mother‑of‑pearl , whi ch he kept in his counting-house at the George, Billingsgate (Pendrill 1937, 226). For the many Londoners with little to spend, however, large pilgrim signs (119, 136, 186) or purpose-made panels (212a), triptychs (Spencer 1987, 224, no. 83), altarcrosses (187a) and free-standing figures (165a), all of pewter, might serve, like the ivory or enamelled equivalents of the rich, as aids to devotion in the home. This was one of the ways in which fashionable art forms filtered down to a mass market.
While pilgrim badges were undoubtedly cherished as proof of pilgrimage and as aids to devotion, their popularity rested principally on the knowledge that they had been pressed either by the owner or by a shrine keeper, against the saintly relics, shrine or image that they were intended to commemorate, thereby,
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it was believed, absorbing some of the shrine's virtue and transforming the badge or ampulla from mere souvenir into a touch‑relic. The belief that pilgrim signs by this process became potent, wonder‑working objects in their own right first emerged in the 12th century, following reports that people were being cured of mortal ailments by the touch of pilgrim signs from Compostela, Rocamadour and Canterbury (Vazquez de Parga et al. 1948‑9, vol 1, 130‑1; Albe 1907, 37). One important consequence of this was that the church soon found itself in a position to undermine illicit badgemakers by refusing to allow unauthorised or suspect badges to touch the shrine, thereby removing the most important element of the badges' special appeal to pilgrims.
The popular notion of touch‑relics was strongly sustained throughout and far beyond the Middle Ages. Richard Preston, a prominent London alderman of the 1380s, gave his best emerald to the shrine of St Erkenwald in St Paul's Cathedral and had the news proclaimed so that ailing Londoners could come and sample the gem's powerful healing properties, which derived from a combination of saintly touch‑relic and magical jewel (Dugdale 1658, 21). In the 15th century the German Dominican, Felix Faber, took with him to the Holy Land a bagful of beads and rings belonging to friends who had askod him to bring them into contact with every relic and sacred shrine that he encountered so 'that they may perchance derive some sanctity from the touch' (Stewart 1882‑97, vol 1, 93). As late as 1749 a pilgrim souvenir from Cologne was found in the purse of William Jackson, a smuggler and murderer. It was a slip of paper with a message to the effect that it had touched the heads of the Three Kings of Cologne (257>d) and that it afforded the pilgrim protection against misfortunes on the road, headaches, epilepsy, fevers, stomach disorders, all kinds of spells and sudden death (Norman 1897, 38). Thirteenth‑century Londoners were familiar with similar claims made for some of Canterbury's souvenirs, while the protective role of other pilgrim signs was often implicit in the inscription or in the attitude of the saint depicted.

[Fig 9: Detail from an altarpiece, 1487, depicting St Sebald as a pilgrim. His souvenirs include a mirror‑badge from Aachen (Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg)]

The growth of mass pilgrimage and the introduction of measures to ensure safer crowd control meant that at some cult centres it was no longer practicable for pilgrims to get near enough to a shrine to touch it with their pilgrim signs. Aachen, in 1322, was probably the first to take its relics out‑of‑doors and exhibit them from lofty galleries to huge concourses of pilgrims on the ground and on neighbouring stands and rooftops. With the same object in view, special balconies were built at many other pilgrimage churches (Köster 1983b, 33). For their part, pilgrims then resorted to age‑old pagan mirror‑magic. They held up mirrors or mirror‑badges towards the inaccessible image or the relics shown from afar in the belief that by catching their reflection the mirrors would encapsulate
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some of the radiated grace and, like true touch-relics, store it up for future use. One way of releasing the benefits was to aim the mirrors at portions of bread, which could then be eaten by those in need of a cure (Koster 1984b, 218). Tiny mirrors in folding pevçter cases (Egan & Pritchard 1991, figs 239‑40) were now added to the stock of pious trinkets sold to pilgrims and during the 15th century pilgrim signs combining badges with mirrors (Fig 9) were adopted at major resorts like Aachen; Cologne (258a); Duren; Brussels; Venice (254k, p 258); Saint-Nicolas-de-Port; Larchant; Syon Abbey, Isleworth, Middlesex (Spencer 1990a, fig 126) and, possibly, Walsingham (148a).
As pilgrim signs were deemed to have taken up a measure of saintly virtue and divine grace, it is no surprise that passers‑by should have wanted to touch or kiss a pilgrim's souvenirs or that pilgrims often continued to wear their badges long after the completion of their journeys. We know from beqùests that some pilgrims kept in constant touch with their badges by attaching them to their rosaries. Since a badge's protective benefits were not restricted to the pilgrim who purchased it, many souvenirs were brought back for sick or disabled relatives and friends who were unable to undertake the journey and even for relations in health who would appreciate the gift of a talisman insuring against the plague or business difficulties. Badges were sometimes dipped in water or wine; this liquid could then be administered as a medicine or applied as a lotion to the affected part of the body. Pilgrim signs were also used to ease the pains and hazards of childbirth (Koster 1984b, 208, 210).
After they had ceased to be worn, pilgrirn souvenirs appear sometimes to have been nailed up as lucky charms in the pilgrim's home. A few pilgrim signs have even been discovered in or beneath the foundations of buildings, where they were presumably expected to fulfil an apotropaic function. As a magical safeguard for livestock and crops, badges were fixed at entrances to yards and stables, on cowsheds, in wells or on drinking troughs and on beehives and were buried in garden plots and arable land to deter weeds, insect pests and vermin (Heurck 1922, ix; Koster 1981, 453). Such practices 'for avoding of wedes growing in corn' and relics for inducing rain to fall were denounced as superstitious at the Reformation (Wright 1843, 85).
Age-old superstitions, going back possibly to the Late Bronze Age, may also account for the deposition, perhaps as a propitiatory gesture, of so many pilgrim souvenirs at river crossings, especially at London (Spencer 1978, 250; 1990a, 11) and for the common practice of folding badges before disposing of them in this way (e.g., 85, 104, 1 19) . The same deliberate mutilation of badges, as if to take them out of circulation, has been observed among the 895 badges found at the flooded village site of Nieuwlande in Zeeland (van Beuningen & Koldeweij 1993, 325) and is perhaps paralleled by the practice of folding a penny at the moment of making a vow of pilgrimage, thereby earrnarking that particular coin as an offering to the shrine concerned (e.g., Halliwell 1840, 69, 73-4, 82).
Because of the widespread belief in their apotropaic powers, pilgrim signs were embedded or impressed by bell founders in the copes or clay outer moulds of bells. When the bells were cast, the badges reappeared as facsimiles on the bells' outer surfaces. 'I`hey were put there to ward off demons and bad weather, enhancing what was believed to be the inherent power of noise to deter evil; hence, also, the noise‑making equipment, such as the horns (Spencer 1990a, fig 190), bells, whistles and rattles (126, 216, 232) peddled at many shrines. It was also thought that when a bell was rung, the apotropaic properties of the badges incorporated in it would be transmitted to those people within earshot. In Germany and Scandinavia especially these replicas of badges in durable and often precisely dated bell‑metal are now a major source of information about many types of pilgrim signs (Koster 1957, 54‑5; Andersson 1989). Occasionally reproduced on bronze baptismal fonts, badges might also afford protection to the newly baptised (Liebgott 1973; Bruna 1996b, 202‑3).
Some pilgrims, as the catalogue below will reveal, took their badges to the grave. Others sought their long-term preservation by treating them as heirlooms, by donating them to their parish church or by leaving the
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[Fig. 10: Impressions of 29 pilgrim signs formerly stitched on a blank leaf of a Flemish Book of Hours, c. 1460-80 (reproduced by courtesy of Sotheby’s, London)]
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souvenirs they had acquired at one shrine as votive offerings at another. Thus in 1401 a pilgrim, perhaps fresh from Compostela, gave his scallop shell badge to the shrine of St Cuthbert at Durham (Fowler 1899‑1901 vol2 452). In recent times badges have occaslonally been recovered from places of concealment in medieval churches, some still threaded with the string by which they were presumably once suspended as votives (Amark 1942, 13; Ugglas 1944, 130‑9; Appuhn 1973, 19; Radford, U M 1949, 164).
Even though, intrinsically, they were of negligible value, plain, ordinary badges were sometimes listed in the inventories of jewels belonging to royalty and nobility. In her fabulous collection of jewellery Queen Charlotte de Savoie, wife of Louis XI of France, kept several leaden pilgrim signs along with a scrip or knapsack 'of St James', all preserved together in a bag of red and white satin (Gay 1883‑1928, vol 1, under the word enseigne).
Well-to-do pilgrims sonnetimes safeguarded their collections of pilgrim signs by stitching them to the leaves of illuminated prayer-books. The bracteate badges of the second half of the 15th and early 16th centuries (e.g., 64c, 206k, 234a) were especially suitable for this treatment. The impressions and stitching-holes left by 29 badges can be seen on a blank leaf of a Flemish Book of Hours, c.1460-80 (Fig 10; Dr Christopher de Hamel, pers comm; see Sotheby's Catalogue of Western MSS, 26 November 1985, lot 134). Some of the imprints can be identified: on the fourth row, second from the left, for instance, was a variant of the badge of St Adrian of Geraardsbergen worn by the pilgrim in Fig 1; another specimen of the same badge was repeated in the next row. In many instances badges and stitches have remained intact. The most spectacular collection, all silver or silver‑gilt, appears in a Flemish Breviary dating from the third quarter of the 15th century (van Beuningen & Koldeweij 1993, 46-8); they include a badge of St Adrian matching the impression noted above. The stitching of badges into prayer-books underlines the devotion with which even the most sophisticated pilgrims regarded their souvenirs. The mounting of badges by some owners showed little regard for the manuscript. Badges might overlap the text or illuminated border (Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS Douce 51, ff 45v, 122V; cf. Koster 1979, pl 5). In the late 15th century 24 badges were interpolated here and there through a sumptuous Book of Hours thought to have been made originally for Philip the Bold c.1370, careless stitches at one point having caught up two leaves (Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, MS 3‑1954, ff 245-6).
Seeing the badges rated so highly by wealthy clients may have prompted Flemish and North Netherlandish illuminators of the 15th and first half of the 16th century to paint still-life arrangements of contemporary pilgrim signs in the borders of prayer-books, simulated stitching threads adding to the realism (Koster 1965, 1984a; Koldeweij 1991). So far, 146 trompe l'oeil paintings of badges from 38 different pilgrim centres have been noted. Walsingham, still widely popular in c.1500, is commemorated by 11 depictions of its badges. StAdrian of Geraardsbergen (cf. Figs 1 and 10), with the same number of badges, is also one of the contemporary favourites and it is no surprise to find that pilgrim signs from both of these resorts are portrayed on the same leaf of a Flemish Book of Hours in Sir John Soane's Museum, London (Fig 11, no. 6 from the top and no. 2 on the bottom row). Canterbury, on the other hand, is commemorated in these prayer-books by only two depictions of its badges, perhaps reflecting the steep decline in Beeket's crowd-pulling appeal at this period.
Souvenirs of the Canterbury pilgrimage presumably disappeared entirely from view in 1538 when 'bysshop Becket' was declared by Henry VIII to be a saint no longer and was denounced as a traitor instead. Images and pictures of him were ordered to be 'putte downe and auoyded out of all churches, chapelles and other places' and all memory of him was to be erased from books and manuscripts. These measures had a major impact on London. The Chapel of St Thomas on London Bridge, for example, was rededicated to St Thomas Apostle, a Southwark painter being paid 'for defasynge . .. divers pictures of Thomas' therein, and the Hospital of St Thomas of Acre, marking the
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[Fig. 11: Leaf from a Flemish Book of Hours, after 1512, showing the martyrdom of St. Sebastian and a still-life border of pilgrim badges, including a vernicle of painted sild (cf. catalogue no. 254) (Sir John Soane’s Museum, London, MS 4, f. 122v)]
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[Fig. 12: Locations of shrines mentioned in the text: England and Scotland]
[23]
[Fig. 13: Locations of shrines mentioned in the text: Western Europe.]
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site of Becket's birthplace in Cheapside, became the hall and chapel of the Mercers' Company.
Humble pilgrim signs were the only art form to escape the retrospective onslaught on the Becket cult. For well over 300 years discarded souvenirs from Canterbury and other sanctuaries had been disappearing into oblivion in and beside the Thames at London, only to be discovered afresh during the redevelopment of waterfront sites in the middle of the 19th century and again during the last quarter of the 20th. These rediscovered souvenirs are modest compensation for the losses sustained at the hands of 16th‑century iconoclasts, but they do, at least, emphasise, through their extraordinary number and variety, the supreme importance of St Thomas of Canterbury in the everyday life of medieval London and they have much to tell us about the popular imagery that surrounded London's spiritual champion. Badges in the catalogue highlight other, less well‑known heroes of the day, including saints by popular consent like Norwichés Richard Caister. The catalogue also brings together a remarkable assortment of pilgrim souvenirs from far‑off places (Figs 12‑13), brought back to London by those who were prepared to face the hazards, discomforts and expense of long-distance travel.

Retrieval of and dating
the finds
Virtually all the pilgrim souvenirs and secular badges catalogued in this volume have come from sites beside the Thames (see Fig 14 for site locations). They were found either in the silt and gravel of foreshore deposits or in dumps of mainly organic refuse, up to 3m thick. Between c.1150 and c.1450 these dumps of the city's rubbish were used behind a succession of new wharves to form new land, reclaimed from the river on the south side of Upper and Lower Thames Streets. Both kinds of deposits, kept permanently moist by the influence of the river and tides, provided ideal, anaerobic conditions for the preservation of metalwork. Similar, though less extensive dumps encountered at Bankside and Bermondsey on the south bank of the Thames also contained a rich variety of late medieval metal objects in good condition, including badges. The last two deposits appeared to be datable to c.1450‑c.1500. These waterfront dumps, revetments and foreshores, therefore, coincided exactly with the period in which manufacture d pilgrim souvenirs an d so me type s of secular badges were in widespread use.
By contrast few pilgrim signs have ever been found on inland sites at London, even in circumstances that might also have been expected to favour the survival of fragile metalwork ‑ in the City Ditch, for example, or in wells or rubbish pits (cf. Spencer 1975, 242). This uneven distribution is, however, unlikely to have resulted solely from variability of soil conditions. As mentioned above, some badges, at least, appear to have entered foreshore deposits after being deliberately thrown into the riverP perhaps as a propitiatory gesture, their owners instinctively adopting superstitious practices performed by travellers in later as well as earlier times.
Most of the riverfront sites were excavated between 1972 and 1992 by the Museum of London's archaeological staff (known through most of this period as the Department of Urban Archaeology). The 1980s saw a marked increase in the level of finds recovery, due mainly to a change in retrieval methods. During the previous decade, the recovery of artefacts still relied exclusively on traditional archaeological techniques, involving the use of eyes and hand‑trowels. From 1982 metal detectors were also employed, especially for searching large dumped deposits after controlled excavations had been completed. More important still, perhaps, was the decision to invite members of the Society of Thames Mudlarks ‑ experienced, licensed exponents of metal detecting on the Thames foreshore to make their detecting skills available to the Museum's archaeologists, as and when required. This proved to be a successful cooperative venture, making possible the recovery of large assemblages of medieval objects for study by archaeologists in the Field and Finds Sections of the Department of Urban
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[Fig. 14: London site locations mentioned in the text (see site list on p. xii)]

Archaeology and ultimately for the collections of the Museum of London. (For further information on the sites see Rhodes 1982; Vince 1987; and Egan & Pritchard 1991, 1‑12; the last includes simplified site plans of four major waterfront excavations.)
The dating of the waterfront deposits depends chiefly on coins (which were also recovered in large numbers), supplemented wherever possible by dendrochronology. This evidence, in turn, and the mass of associated finds of pottery have made it possible to assign approximate dates to successive periods or phases when certain types of pottery were in general use at London (Vince 1985). A numbered ceramic phase (denoted by CP in the catalogue) is the form in which a particular date‑span is expressed with regard to most items in the catalogue. (In some instances, where the find was unstratified, independent dating evidence is lacking; in some other cases, not all the dating evidence is available
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at the time of writing.) A summary of the dated sequence is given below.

Ceramic phasing with defining pottry fibrics

Phase		Dates			Pottery fabrics
6		c.1150-c.1200		shelly sandy ware 
7		c.1200-c.1230		London/ Rouen wares
8		c.1230-c 1270		Kingston ware
9		c.1270-c.1350		Mill Green ware
10		c.1330-c.1380		late medieval Hertfordshire glazed ware
11		c.1350-c.1400		Cheam ware
12		c.1400-c.1450		corse border ware/bifid ware

The close dating of waterfront deposits has made it possible to establish a much more assured chronological framework for pilgrim signs and other badges than was previously feasible. Moreover, the vastly increased number of badges now available has not only yielded many entirely new types but has also augmented the number of identical duplicates coming from the same moulds. It is under the guise of mould-matches that several recent finds from the present Thames foreshore, for example, have found a place in this catalogue.
In the following account, brief general observations are given on all the London sites that produced finds relevant to this study (see Fig 14). Slightly more detailed information is given on some of the most productive sequences of finds.
ABO92: Abbots Lane, Tooley Street, Southwark (site supervisor, R Bluer)
Excavation disclosed the precinct wall of the Rosary, a residence built for Edward II in 1325, and a moat and river inlet (Nenk et al.1993, 262). Fifteenth‑century deposits included a number of pilgrim souvenirs, the most unusual of which is a badge from Aachen containing a mirror (255).
BC72: EBaynard House, Queen Victoria Street, ('Baynard's Castle dock') (site supervisor, P Marsden)
This large site lay to the south of the first (Norman) Baynard's Castle and to the west of its 15th‑century namesake. A stone‑walled 	dock, now identified as part of the East Watergate (one of the many access ways leading from Thames Street to the river), was exposed. Associated with it were two large dump deposits (Webster & Cherry 1973, 162‑3, Vince 1987, 2‑3, Grew & de Neergaard 1988, 133). Excavation of the earlier dump, which was datable to the 1330s or 1340s revealed only one pilgrim sign (16). The later dump (back‑fill of the dock) was deposited in the last quarter of the 14th century. Consistent with this dating is a badge (267) thought to have been associated with the funeral of the Black Prince in 1376. This dump produced a coarse border few key pilgrim signs from Canterbury (70, 73, 100), Westminster (201) and, perhaps, northern France (233). A further group of badges (155‑9, 208, 291) was recovered from early 16th-century pits.
BIG82: Billingsgate Market lorry park, Lower Thames Street (site supervisor, S Roskams)
The excavation examined a large area of medieval waterfront, much of which proved to be closely datable (Youngs et al. 1983, 191‑2; Egan & Pritchard 1991, 4‑6). Pilgrim signs, among the earliest to have been found at London, were recovered from a sequence of frontbraced revetments, reclamation dumps and foreshores dating to CP6‑8 (c.1150‑c.1270). These souvenirs included a Canterbury ampulla deposited between 1171 and c.1200 (1) and a contemporary badge from Rome (254). Two badges commemorating what was then a new pilgrimage to Amiens can also be closely dated, to 1204‑c.1230. Another badge from Rome dates from the early 13th century (CP7), providing a starting‑point for one of the most widely distributed of all pilgrim signs. A mid-13th-century ampulla from Bromholm, Norfolk, found in one of the reclamation dumps, belongs to the period when the cult of the Holy Rood of Bromholm was at its peak of fashion.
BOY86: 5‑11 Tudor Street, (formerly City of London Boys' School) (site supervisor, C Spence)
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Situated near the western edge of the City at the confluence of the Fleet River and the Thames, the site revealed a sequence of reclamation dumps, behind a stone riverside wall (Youngs et al. 1988, 249‑50) Among secular badges found on this site, the most striking is an amulet in the form of an openwork miniature purse containing an imitation coin (311; cf. Fig 8). Materials from a late 15th century metal-working shop or shops included a two‑piece mould of cuffle bone (166) for casting a series of crowned letters M (for Maria). It may have been more than coincidence that here also were found two badges from Noyon in Picardy (238,238b), celebrating St Eloi, patron saint of metalworkers.
BWB83: Billingsgate Market lorry park, Lower Thames Street; watching brief (site supervisor, G Egan)
By contrast with the small number of pilgrim souvenirs recovered from controlled excavations at Billingsgate (BIG82 above), the watching brief provided more than a third of the items catalogued in this book, even though access to the site at this stage was very restncted. One reason for the increased number of finds was the opportunity to investigate foreshore and reclamation dumps of the 14th and early 15th centuries, a period when pilgrim signs, like pilgrimage itself, undoubtedly grew more popular. The other reason was the vastly improved rate of retrieval of small, often fragmentary, metal objects brought about by the introduction of metaldetecting skills of volunteers from the Society of Thames Mudlarks. Constraints on site access meant that many details of the waterfront sequence could not be recorded and, as a result, the phasing of finds is broader than it might otherwise have been (Youngs et al. 1984, 226-7; 1985, 173; Egan & Pritchard 1991, S8; Clark, J 1995, 36-8).
A group of 11 badges (eight of them from Canterbury), an ampulla and four rattles (217 220, 223‑4) were retrieved from mixed dump and foreshore deposits of the late 13th and early 14th centuries. A foreshore deposit dating from the first half of the 14th century produced two badges and a bell from Canterbury (85‑6,126), two figurines from the shrine of St Edmund, found together (199‑200), and badges in the form of a fish (193), a hart (279) and an archer (298).
Most metalwork came from deposits dating to the second half of the 14th century. Finds included 55 Canterbury souvenirs, among which were four ampullae (5, 10, 20, 23), drolleries like Becket standing on a peacock (27), and what is arguably the finest and certainly one of the largest English pilgrim badges, commemorating Our Lady Undercroft at Canterbury (136), which, when found in a late 14th century foreshore deposit, was neatly folded many times into a rectangular block. Secular badges included the royal arms of France (271) and others of a sporting or satirical character (296, 298, 308). A few early 15th century deposits (CP12) yielded nine of the items described in the catalogue; most of them find parallels in earlier contexts.
During the watching brief huge quantities of medieval deposits were removed by the contracto rs in a fleet of lorries to landfill sites and other tips, where, when legitimate opportunities arose, members of the Society of Thames Mudlarks and others were able to detect and rescue a small proportion of the artefacts. These finds were then submitted for identification and photographic record to the Department of Medieval Antiquities in the Museum of London. A selection of the pilgrim signs (designated BIGsp), 124 all told, are illustrated and described in the catalogue. They include Canterbury ampullae of particular iconographic importance (4b, p 45; 18a) and other Canterbury souvenirs of high artistic and technical quality (26e, 49b and d, 62b, 90b). Other items of special note are badges of the Annunciation and St Barbara, stamped on brass foil (151d, 198c), a pewter copy of an altar cross (187a) and a badge depicting the execution of 'Saint' Thomas of Lancaster (213b). Among pilgrim badges from overseas are several of particular interest from Italy (251a‑b,252a, 254d, f, i and j). Notable among secular finds are lovers' trinkets ‑ the hands of a couple clasping a wounded heart (32 li), a naked temptress (314e) and a mirror case with scenes from the story of Tristan and Isolde (325f).
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CID90: 72‑75 Cheapside, 83‑93 Queen Street, 12 St Pancras Lane (site supervisors, J Hill and A Woodger)
Among the finds from these large excavations near the centre of the city is a Canterbury ampulla, believed to be only the second to have been excavated at London away from the waterfront. Though two-thirds eaten by corrosion, this appears to have been similar to an early 13th century ampulla (3a). The poor condition of the Cheapside specimen illustrates one of the reasons for the comparative dearth of pilgrim souvenirs in deposits away from the Thames, and, indeed, away from watercourses and waterlogged sites generally.

SUN86: Sunlight Wharf, Upper Thames Street (site supervisor, R Bluer)
A succession of reclamation dumps dating from the late 12th to the 15th centuries was recorded. Nine pilgrim souvenirs, including five from Canterbury and one from Rome (253) were recovered from 14th  and 15th century deposits. A Yorkist badge and a badge poking fun at the medical profession (290, 310) were also found.

SWA81: Swan Lane car park, 95-103 Upper Thames Street (site supervisor, G Egan)
A small controlled excavation followed by a prolonged watching brief exposed the fullest reclamation sequence yet encountered along the Thames waterfront, involving ten successive revetments and associated reclamation dumps, and foreshore on four sets of properties, dating from the 12th to the 15th century. During the watching brief the Society of Thames Mudlarks was invited to provide constantly available metal‑detecting services over a period of several months. This arrangement helped materially in the assembly of extensive groups of closely datable finds (Youngs et al. 1983, 194-5: Egan 1985-6; Egan & Pritchard 1991, 9-10).
The late 13th century and early 15th century deposits were especially productive (CP9, 12). Ceramic and numismatic evidence showed that the waterfront across the central part of the site was reclaimed at a single period, if not as a single operation, between c.1260 and 1279. Pilgrim souvenirs from this dump include two important French badges (239, 247), one of which (from Toulouse) cannot be earlier than 1264. Five Canterbury ampullae were also found, one of them the early scallop shell type (2). Three were set in penannular frames (11, 12, 14) and cast from moulds that were probably made to commemorate the centenary of Beeket's martyrdom in 1270. The fifth is costrel-shaped (21). The same dumps yielded two miniature axes (299-300) and an ampulla that probably came from Walsingham.
In the south-east corner of the site large groups of objects were recovered from either side of a timber revetment. Those behind the revetment appear to have been discarded at the very end of the 14th century or beginning of the 15th and are associated with timbers dated to 1394 or later. Badges included a sword and sheath from Canterbury (69), a Walsingham badge in the form of a rose (151) and intriguing equestrian figures (331). Finds from in front of the revetment are dated by coins to c.1422 and the second quarter of the 15th century. Out of a total of 35 badges, pilgrim signs from Canterbury were predominant, as usual at London. Consistent with other 15th century Thames-side deposits, there was a larger proportion of livery and other secular badges.
During this watching brief, unlike those carried out at the Billingsgate, Thames Exchange and Vintry House sites, there was little requirement, or opportunity, for the recovery of find s from spoil moved elsewhere. Six badges (designated SWAsp) found off-site are recorded below. They include a souvenir from Saint-Denis (239a) and a badge of the Stafford family in the form of a strawberry plant (288e).

TEX88: Thames Exchange, Upper Thames Street (site co-ordinator, G Milne; supervisors C Milne and K Tyler)
Controlled excavations on selected areas of this large site and a wider watching brief revealed another medieval waterfront sequence. With the collaboration of the Society of Thames Mudlarks, a large quantity of metalwork was recovered (Gaimster et al. 1990, 179‑80).
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Pilgrim souvenirs included a 13th century badge from Le‑Puy‑en‑Velay (244), a rattle dated c.1300 (227), a droll mount belonging to the second half of the 13th century (32) and, from Canterbury, a rare tin reliquary, datable from internal evidence to c.1200 and found in a context dated 1171‑1250 (19). In the same context was found a badge of St Giles originating from the famous Provençal monastery that bore his name (246).
A further group of at least nine, mainly 13th century, Continental badges was recovered by metal‑detecting spoil removed from the site (TEXsp), a process which also yielded 16 intact Canterbury ampullae of various forms, two important early 14th century Canterbury badges (76a-b, pp 103‑5) and various 14th/15th century genre subjects (307a, 325i and k).

TL74: Trig Lane, Upper Thames Street (site supervisor, G Milne)
Excavation between 1974 and 1976 revealed a series of timber and stone revetments, reclamation dumps and foreshores dating from c.1250 to c.1440 (CP8-12). Large assemblages of artefacts of the late 13th, late 14th  and mid-15th centuries were found (Milne & Milne 1982; Vince 1987, 6-7; 1992, Egan & Pritchard 1991, 11-12). Pilgrim souvenirs and secular badges were recovered from six phases of land reclamation. Two ampullae, one from Bromholm (178), the other from Canterbury (9), were found in a revetment dump belonging to the second half of the 13th century, probably c.1270. The largest group of badges came from a foreshore deposit dating to c.1380-c.1440. Among them is a sophisticated Canterbury product (68). More spectacular still is a badge commemorating Edward, the Black Prince (died 1376) and incorporating an English prayer on his behalf (266). A revetment dump of c.1380 yielded badges of Becket on horseback and of his shrine. An earlier dump, not later than c.1360, contained the handle of a raffle (231) and a badge bearing the names of the Three Kings (260).

VAL88: Fleet Valley, between Blackfriars and Holborn Viaduct stations (site supervisors, B McCann et al.)
Excavations along the east side of the lower Fleet valley revealed medieval land reclamation and waterfront occupation at the southern end (Gaimster et al. 1990, 177-8; Nenk et al. 1991, 149-50) and produced a large quantity of late medieval artefacts. Badges include a souvenir of the Holy House at Walsingham (140), an amulet in the form of a red-painted purse (314) and several types of pilgrim signs already represented by examples from other sites in the catalogue.

VHA89 and VRY89: Vintry House, Vintners' Place,68 Upper Thames Street (site supervisors, R Brown, L Dyson, D Lees and R Malt)
Excavations and a watching brief, 1989-91, on this large Thames-side site revealed a sequence of medieval revetments and their associated reclamation dumps and accumulated foreshore deposits (Gaimster et al. 1990, 180; Nenk et al. 1991, 153; 1992, 230). A number of pilgrim signs, one of them from Amiens (237), were recovered. Livery badges from the same deposits included a hart motif (278). Full details of dating evidence are not available at the time of writing. Twenty-four badges, one of them commemorating a rood (186), were recovered from deposits in a coffer-dam constructed at the site's southern edge. Other finds, including an important souvenir from Saint-Jean-d'Angély (240), were detected and extracted from the contents of pile holes. Others still (designated VHAsp) and celebrating, inter alia, pilgrimages to Eton, Windsor, Norwich, Chartres and Montpellier, were retrieved with the aid of metal detectors, from spoil arising from preliminary, exploratory works on the coffer-dam site.
At some stages spoil was being removed by developers too quickly for on-site recovery of finds. With their co-operation a large volume of spoil was removed in a controlled way from recorded locations on site (under the distinctive off-site code of VRY89) to a protected landfill site. Here each load was searched on behalf of the Museum of London by members of the Society of Thames Mudlarks, working in shifts, round the clock, using floodlights through the night. Among the rich assemblages of metalwork then
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recovered were some 25 late 12th:/early 13th century Canterbury ampullae (e.g., 16b) and 12 foreign pilgrim signs. As a contributor to the raw materials of this catalogue, the Vintry site came third to the Billingsgate watching brief and the Bankside site (see below). Of the 130 badges retrieved in one way or another, 56 were Canterbury souvenirs, 34 were associated with other English cults and shrines, 20 were from foreign sanctuaries and 20 were secular badges.
With the object of defining their historical interest, geographical contexts and iconographic significance more completely, numbered entries in the catalogue are also supplemented by a selection of the finds from four other Thames‑side sites, where, for lack of time or resources, the archaeological units took no active part in the recovery of finds. Several hundred medieval artefacts were nevertheless brought to light, thanks to many weeks of resolute, spare‑time searching by Thames Mudlarks and, on two of the sites, by developers' management and surveying staff. At or soon after the time of their discovery, the finds were brought to the Department of Medieval Antiquities in the Museum of London for identification and recording. Three of the four sites were located in the suburban fringes of late medieval London, and finds from them help to extend this catalogue's scope to encompass the second half of the 15th century.
The first site, intended for a new car park (in 1977), lay close to Bankside Power Station, Southwark, and was bounded on the north by the Thames and on the south by Bankside. The significance of this relatively small site as one end of an important river-crossing and the nature and supposed date (c.1450-c.1500) of the deposits that were investigated are discussed in Spencer 1978, 260-1. Altogether some 280 badges were recovered from this site (classified here as BAsp); many are now in the collections of the Museum of London. Pilgrim signs mentioned in the catalogue include a late 15th century memento of the relic of Our Lady's Milk at Walsingham (153a), numerous badges commemorating late medieval cults, especially those at Windsor, a souvenir from Ninove, Belgium (263e), and an early 16th century bracteate badge from Boulogne (234a). An important group of (mainly Yorkist) livery badges is matched by a wide range of other secular motifs, such as spoons in a bowl (325m), an organ player (325h), a hawk perched on a gloved hand (297c) and the Temptation of Eve (314d).
At Bull Wharf, Upper Thames Street, site of the premises of the Newfoundland Company, the official watching brief (1979-80) was confined to taking note of medieval timber revetments and other structural features (Webster & Cherry 1980, 254), leaving scope for the spare-time recovery of finds by Thames Mudlarks and contractors' staff by metaldetecting spoil on site. The tleposits proved to be particularly rich in late 14th century material, including coinage and spectacular, large objects, most of which the Department of Medieval Antiquities in the Museum of London was able to photograph and, to a much smaller extent, to acquire. A minor proportion of the pilgrim signs and sevular badges are referred to (under the code BWsp) in the catalogue. They include 14th century Canterbury badges celebrating Becket's return from exile, on board ship (35a) and on horseback (49c), and an unusually large Canterbury bell (128b). Other important finds are a Walsingham ampulla (152a), a figurine of St Edmund (200a) and souvenirs from Noyon, Saint-Léonard-de-Noblat, Saint-Gilles-du-Gard and the Pantheon in Rome (238c, 243b, 246d,  254e). Among livery badges from the Bull Wharf site are the arms of John of Gaunt (dated 1371‑94). Other badges extol the merits of tilting, hawking, and archery (296a‑b, 297b, 297d), while among lovers' hat ornaments are a popinjay (318b) and a crowned heart inscribed herte be trewe (321d) .
The third site was at Butlers Wharf, Bermondsey (Southwark), immediately to the west of Georges Stairs and bordered by the Thames waterfront on the north and by Shad Thames on the south. Redevelopment of Butlers Wharf in 1987 exposed a late medieval dump, spoil from which was searched, both on‑ and off‑site, by members of the Society of Thames Mudlarks and by others. A large proportion of the finds were
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deposited with the Museum of London for identification and recording. Among the artefacts recovered were many late 15th century badges. Those mentioned and illustrated in the catalogue are given the code BUsp. They included a possible mirror-badge (254k, p 258) and bracteate badges of the Annunciation (151b), the vernicle (254b), the implements of Christ's Passion (194a), St George (206k, p 187) and Becketés martyrdom (64c), all stamped on brass foil, and St Antony (198b) struck on a silver flan. Many badges of the more traditional type signify the wearers' spiritual (e.g., John Schorn, 208h, j‑m, pp 192‑3) or lay affiliations (e.g., the Talbot and Mowbray families, 286b‑c, 288a).
In 1987 the redevelopment of a site in the borough of Tower Hamlets on the south side of St Katherine's Dock, beside the Thames, briefly exposed a 15th century reclamation dump, which presumably overlay earlier foreshore deposits. Now occupied by the offices of the Port of London Authority in St Katherine's Way, the site lies directly across the river from the Butlers Wharf site mentioned above. With the aid of metal detectors several badges were retrieved on the spot (classified here as KATsp). The most interesting pilgrim signs were souvenirs from Ely (206b, p 186), Beverley and Bridlington (208n, p 195). A badge in the form of a curry comb inscribed with the wordfauel (310a), on the other hand, is but one instance of the growing iconographic importance of non‑religious medieval badge imagery (cf. Jones, M 1989‑91; 1993; 1995).
Around 800 recently discovered pilgrim souvenirs and sesular badges are discussed in the catalogue. Many of them, including some from places overseas, are types hitherto unknown. Others are virtually unblemished examples of items which would otherwise be less adequately identified and understood from mere fragments. Some fragments of badges, on the other hand, are given prominence since they sometimes contain valuable dating evidence and, cumulatively, supply a rough indication of the relative popularity of various cults and practices. Above all, recent finds, or those at least that have been recovered from closely datable deposits, provide a basis for a more reliable and longneeded chronological framework, which can now begin to be applied to existing collections of medieval ampullae and badges as well as to future discoveries in this field.
Archaeologists who have already ventured along this medieval byway will need no persuading that pilgrim souvenirs and related base metal trinkets are among the most picturesque and evocative artefacts to emerge from the archaeological exploration of medieval urban sites. These fragile objects, however, are just as likely to appeal to the non‑specialist, highlighting, as they do, not only popular iconography and beliefs between the second half of the 12th century and the early 16th, but also a timeless human instinct ‑ the urge to collect mementoes of travel.


